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The Mississippi River sparks our nation’s  like no other river. It provides our 
country with a rich history and culture that is as long and diverse as the river itself. It  
inspires adventurers, traders, and travelers. Musicians, artists, and photographers attempt 
to express the power and the beauty of the river. Writers and poets seek to capture its 
essence and soul. 

The legendary mighty Mississippi begins as a tiny brook in northern Minnesota and 2,350 
river miles later it empties into the Gulf of Mexico. With the largest drainage basin in the 
United States, the Mississippi River plays an enormous role in the development and expan-
sion of our country. 

Over the years, human-made changes in the Upper Mississippi River have made the river 
more navigable for commercial vessels. Commerce and navigation continues to be impor-
tant work on the Mississippi River. The river is nationally important for commerce and it is 
internationally significant as well, functioning as a highway for barges carrying products to 
and from worldwide markets. 

RiverWorks invites you to join us on a voyage of discovery on our nation’s greatest river. 
Climb into the wheelhouse of the towboat. Prepare yourself to travel 
through time. Trade with the Cahokia People. Join the crew of the Corps of Discovery as 
you explore uncertain and unchartered territory. Watch as the Corp of Engineers clears 
snags and debris out of your way. Prepare to pilot through Lock Number 15 near Rock  
Island, Illinois, once the site of dangerous and raging rapids. Smell the smoke from the 
burning wood powering steamboats down the river. Hear the music from the calliope. 
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Location:

Date:   Day:  Time:

Season:

Temperature:

Sky:

Wind direction and speed:

Precipitation:

Weather conditions:

River observations:
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Native peoples used the Mississippi River for transportation and trade long before the Euro-
peans arrived. The First European explorer to claim discovery of the Mississippi River was the 
Spanish explorer, Hernando DeSoto. DeSoto’s party reached the river in 1541, probably in the 
area of modern-day Arkansas. French explorers, Joliet and Marquette were the first Europeans 
to travel down the Mississippi from its source. In 1673, they canoed as far south as modern-day 
Louisiana, but never reached the river’s mouth. In 1682, French explorer, LaSalle traveled to the 
mouth of the Mississippi from the Illinois River. On his arrival, he claimed the entire Mississippi 
valley for France, naming it Louisiana in honor of King Louis XIV.

Over a century later, the Lewis and Clark Expedition traveled on two fo the Mississippi’s largest 
tributaries, the Ohio and the Missouri Rivers. They also traveled briefly on the Missisippi, from 
the mouth of the Ohio to the mouth of the Missouri just north of St. Louis.
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Before modern times, people lived very close to the land. Imagine that you live in a time 
before modern technology. Remember, that means no cars, school buses, electricity, or 
roads.  Take a few minutes to look at the land around you and think about how you would 
survive.  How would you drink, eat, and make shelter? What resources would you use?

Use the space below to make a map of your location. 
Sketch and label the resources you would use to survive.



Humans have always lived near rivers. We use the water in rivers for drinking, cooking, bathing, 
watering crops, and travelling. The rivers are also important for commerce. Commerce is the 
buying, selling, or trading of goods involving transportation from place to place.

Some of the earliest people that depended on rivers for commerce were the Native Americans. 
They used natural waterways, like rivers, lakes, and oceans for food, travel, and trade. 

The Cahokia tribe established one of the earliest trade networks on the Mississippi River. 
Their trade network was active for 450 years, from 700 to 1150 A.D. The Cahokians were 
skilled at making valuable tools, such as: hoes with flint-blades and axes with heads 
shaped by stones.
 
They traded these hand-made tools for raw materials such as: copper from mines  
near Lake Superior; shells from the Gulf of Mexico; chert from rock quarries as far as 
Oklahoma; and mica, a sparkling mineral from the Carolinas.

The Cahokia tribe settled in a fertile valley near the area 
where the Illinois, Missouri, and Mississippi Rivers flow 
together. Using the map on the next page, mark where the 
Cahokia tribe settled. Why do you think they would settle 
there?
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 Draw the probable river or water-
way taken by people who traded with the Cahokia tribes. 
Using the mileage key on the map, estimate the distance 
each group traveled to trade goods with the Cahokians.
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“The object of the mission is to explore the Missouri River, and 
such principal stream of it, as, by its course and communication

ent, for the purpose of commerce.”
 – U.S. President Thomas Jefferson, 1803

e story of Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark and the
rps of Discovery continues to spark our . Despite great
allenges and near starvation at times, the Corps mapped the vast
rritories of the Western U.S. Their remarkable journey has been
mpared to today’s exploration of space.

ark’s main goal was to find a water route to the Pacific Ocean for the
ade. Also of great importance was to take 
d, and Native American people they encoun

Traveling nearly 8,000 miles, the Corps of
Discovery walked, rode, paddled, poled, and sailed 
for a total of 2 years, 4 months, and 9 days.  
In November of 1805, they reached their ultimate 
destination, the Pacific Ocean. Using the numbers 
provided, calculate the average number of miles 
the Corps traveled each day of their roundtrip journey.

*In this case, 4 months equals 121 days.
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During their expedition, the Corps used a total of 25 different boats. The largest was a 
55-foot long keelboat. The keelboat had a large beam running underneath the middle of the t
boat that made it unsuitable in the shallow, faster water they encountered as they traveled 
west on the Missouri River. 

When the keelboat had trouble in the shallow waters, the Corps added two pirogues.
Pirogues are flat-bottomed boats that are square at the rear. Dugout canoes, rounded on
their bottom and ends, made up the rest of the fleet.

Draw a line to each type of boat with the type  
of water it is best suited to travel on.

best in slower-moving, shallow water

best in rapid-moving water

best in slower-moving, deep water

Keelboat
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Look out at the river in front of you. Find a quiet spot and 
take a few minutes to  you are the Captain of your 
own Corps of Discovery. Describe your adventure below:
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As you’ve just discovered, rivers change over time. Some of these changes are caused by nature 
and some are human-made. Human-made changes are encouraged by the need to keep our riv-
ers navigable for commerce. Navigable means that a river is deep and wide enough to allow 
the safe passage of ships. 

Human efforts to manage the Mississippi River date back to 1718 when the first levees were 
built around the city of New Orleans. Levees are earthen embankments whose main purpose is 
to furnish flood protection. Levees also help make rivers deeper by concentrating the flow of the 
water into a main channel.

Sometimes levees break or are breached (topped) causing great devastation. During the Great 
Flood of 1927, the Mississippi River broke through 13 levees causing widespread flooding and 
forcing almost a million people from their homes.

Levee systems on the Mississippi River are as long as the Great Wall of China – 1500 miles. 
During the Great Flood of 1993, there were a reported 2,019 levee breaks. 

In August of 2005, three floodwalls gave way to the force of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans.  
The flooding was so massive that it forced the evacuation of the entire city. 

New Orleans  
after Hurricane Katrina
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One of the most common obstacles to travel 
on our watery highways are snags. Snags 
are trees or branches that become embed-
ded in rivers, lakes and streams. In 1824, 
the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers began the 
removal of snags and other obstructions to 
travel on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. 
Snag boats are still at work today. 

Wing dams were built in the 1920’s, 30’s 
and 40’s to help redirect water to the mid-
dle of the river channel, making the water 
swifter and deeper for barge traffic. 

Dredging began with the increased need 
for wider and deeper channels to allow 
larger boats to navigate the rivers. Dredge 
boats bring up and remove silt and sand 
from the bottom of the river. This maintains 
the channel by making enough depth for 
boats to navigate in. When less soil and silt 
washes into our waterways, then less 
dredging is needed. Careful farming and 
highway and building construction decreas-
es soil erosion. And tree roots hold onto the 
soil and keep it out of our rivers.

Clamshell Dredge

Snag boat

Wing Dam

Dustpan Dredge
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Locks and dams are enormous chambers that act as elevators for moving boats and barges 
from one elevation of water to another. Dams divide the Mississippi River into 29 flat pools. 
They hold back enough water to keep the main channel at a minimum of nine feet deep for navi-
gation. Locks serve as a step up or step down for vessels traveling on the river. The water level 
in the locks is raised or lowered by gravity so boats can travel up and down the “stairway.”

Locks and dams also have been built to tame raging rapids. Some 
of the worst rapids on the upper Mississippi River were located 
at Rock Island, Illinois. There, the rapids extended for 13 perilous 
miles. In 1933, the Corps began building the first locks and dams 
to submerge the Rock Island Rapids.

 that you are the Wheelhouse Captain of the M/V 
RiverWorks towboat which is preparing to lock through  
on the river. Using your shoelace and a pencil, practice 
tying a half hitch knot so you will be ready when it’s your 
group’s turn to lock through.

14 



Receive permission to enter the lock either 
verbally from the lock operator or from horn and 
signal lights. Proceed into the lock and tie up to 
the floating mooring bitts designated by the lock 
operator. 

Place bumpers over the sides of lead and  
stern barges. Place the bumpers high enough to 
protect outermost edge of the tow. 

Position your tow so the lead mooring bitt is 
located at the bow of the tow. 

Using lock lines (very heavy rope), tie-off from your bow and stern to the two 
mooring bitts. 

Secure both lines around the mooring bitts so they stop the tow but may be 
released quickly, in case the bitt gets stuck. Remain secured to your bitt until 
told to proceed.
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Perhaps the greatest influence promoting commerce and the settlement of the Western U.S. 
was the invention of the steamboat. Steamboats transported cargoes of cotton, sugar, agricul-
tural and industrial supplies, and people. 

An American inventor, Robert Fulton, is called “the founder of steam navigation.” On Au-
gust 7, 1807, Robert Fulton’s steamer Clermont traveled up the Hudson River from New 
York City to Albany. The Clermont made history by traveling 150 miles in 32 hours. Can you 
figure out the average speed the Clermont was traveling? 

During their heyday,  
thousands of steam driven paddle wheelers were built  
for travel on the mighty Mississippi. River towns began  
to spring up as farmers and woodcutters made money selling cord-
wood for $2.50 per cord. An average steamer consumed between 
30 to 40 cords of wood per day. How much money did it cost to 
power a steamboat on 30 cords of wood per day?  
40 cords of wood?
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Being a steamboat captain was a dangerous job. In the 39 year heyday of steamboat travel  
on the Mississippi River, history recorded 44 collisions, 166 fires, and 209 boiler explosions.  
576 steamboats sank from hitting obstacles in the Mississippi River. 

One of the greatest steamboat disasters occurred in 1849 when the steamer White Cloud 
caught fire and burned through its mooring rope making it a floating torch. 23 steamboats and 
half of the city of St. Louis were destroyed in the Great Fire. 

Steamboat travel inspired painting, music, poetry, and novels. Mark Twain was a steam-
boat captain who became a famous poet and novelist. His inspiration came from childhood 
adventures in his hometown and surrounding countryside on the Mississippi River. 

It is your turn to become a poet. Haiku is a form of Japanese 
poetry. It centers on natural things in the Universe. Traditionally, 
a poet writes a haiku when out in nature, at the very place that is 
interesting. The pattern for haiku is as follows: 
five syllables
seven syllables
five syllables

Drawing your inspiration from the river,  you are a  
steamboat captain traveling down the Mississippi River  
in the mid-1800’s. Write your own haiku about this historic period  
in river travel. Then add dance moves and music.  
Here’s a haiku to get your started:   

Steamboat Leaves From Dock
Music from Calliope

Wafts Through River Air 
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Early barges traveled on canals. A canal is a human-made waterway. Horses and mules 
walked beside the canal on the road, called a towpath, and pulled flat-bottomed boats and 
barges. Horses typically towed passengers and mules towed freight. 

  Special boats called packets carried passengers and mail up and 
down the canal.

  The Erie Canal was the most famous and successful of the 
early towpath canals. Opened in 1825, the Erie Canal cre-
ated an access from the Great Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean, 
transporting people, food, and supplies back and forth on 
flat-bottomed boats and barges. 

 The Erie Canal measured 363 miles long, 28 feet wide at 
 the bottom, 40 feet wide at the top with an ascent and de-
scent of 675 feet. The canal required a series of 83 locks, 18 aqueducts, and numerous 
bridges. In the first year, 2000 boats, 9000 horses, and 8000 people were employed in 
travel on the canal.

 Before the completion of the 
Erie Canal, it cost between $90.00 and $125.00 to ship a 
ton of cargo between Buffalo and New York City. Within 
the first ten years of the Canal’s existence, the cost 
dropped to $4.00 per ton. What would be the savings  
to ship 26 tons of corn on the canal at $90.00 per ton? 
 _______________ Wow, that’s a lot of money!

Packet Boat
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Modern barges are flat-bottomed vessels built mainly for the transport of heavy goods on rivers 
and canals. Most barges are not self-propelled and must be moved by tugboats pulling them or 
towboats pushing them. 

Towboats hold a crew that includes a captain, a pilot, a first mate, an engineer, a cook, and 
several deckhands. The captain and pilot steer the towboat from the wheelhouse. The crew 
works six hours and then has six hours off work. They keep the boat going 24 hours a day, rain 
or shine, day or night. No days off work are allowed until you get off the boat. The typical crew 
works 30 straight days on and then gets 30 straight days off the boat. 

Most of the hull, or bottom of the towboat, is filled with water and fuel. The fuel is used to run 
the engines. The water, either for drinking of for ballast, gives the tow boat extra weight. The 
towboat has powerful engines that let it push barges and barges many times its size.

Towboats carry a small craft called a yawl. Two common types of yawls are Johnboats and Skiffs.

• To drop off or pick up crew members on shore.
• To pick up supplies.
• To carry a mooring line to the bank.
•  Many other assorted chores that would be impossible with to do with a tow.

  19 

Johnboat

Skiff
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Towboat captains must spend several years learning about river navigation. They must be able 
to keep their tow safe in the main channel of the river. To do so they must learn every twist 
and turn, every lock and dam, bridge, and buoy on the Mississippi River. They also must be on 
constant watch for snags and other obstacles in the river.

This is an example of buoys that mark the navigational 
channel. As you look downstream, the red nuns will be on 
your left. The green cans will be on your right. The main 
channel is between them. 
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Nine examples of standard marine navigational markers as seen traveling down mainstream.

(These markers are  
to your right as you  
head downstream.)

(These markers are  
to your left as you  
head downstream.)



Today, an average of 175 million tons of freight moves on the Upper Mississippi River 
alone each year. The largest tonnage item moved is grain – corn, wheat, oats, barley, 
and rye. Petroleum products and coal rank second in overall tonnage. Other major prod-
ucts shipped on the river include fertilizers, sulfur, cement, salt, and sugar. 

One gallon of fuel can move one ton of cargo 522 miles by barge. That same gallon of fuel 
would move that same ton of cargo 386 miles by rail and only 59 miles by truck. Because it 
requires less fuel to move cargo, shipping by barge creates less pollution.
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1 Barge = =15 Jumbo Hoppers 58 Semi Trucks

one barge
(1,500 tons)

one rail car
(100 tons)

one large semi-truck
(26 tons)

Equivalent Units

Compare Cargo Capacity

Ton Miles per Gallon of Fuel 
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That’s not to mention all of the  
added traffic on the road! Can you   
how long it would take to get ANYWHERE  
on the highway if there were no barges?

 you are the owner of a large 
widget company. There is serious need for your widgets. 
You have 6,000 tons of widgets to move. (One ton is  
approximately equal to the weight of an average car)  
Find the right transportation choice for your product.

Number of barges needed:

Number of semi-trucks needed:

Number of train cars needed:
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“ Water is the most critical resource issue of our lifetime 
and our children’s lifetime. The health of our waters is the 
principal measure of how we live on the land. “              

 Luna Leopold, Hydrologist

At the turn of the 20th century, many navigational 
improvements had been made on the Mississippi 
River. However, intensive use of the river and 
waterway system over the years resulted in serious 
pollution problems.

In 1972, Congress passed the Clean Water Act. Its purpose was to repair the damage to 
America’s rivers and restore them to their natural state as nearly as possible. Today, many 
groups of concerned citizens are working toward those goals on the Mississippi River. The 
American barge industry is one of those groups.

Barge companies are playing a vital role in keeping America’s rivers safe and clean. The 
American Waterways Operators, an association of the tugboat, towboat, and barge industry, 
and the United States Coast Guard has established a Responsible Carrier Program to promote 
“safe, efficient, and environmentally responsible transportation.”

We invite you to do all you can to keep the river safe and clean. You may start by signing a 

Anything else you’re interested in is not going to happen if 
you can’t breathe the air and drink the water. Don’t sit this 
one out. Do something. You are by accident of fate alive at 
an absolutely critical moment in the history of our planet.

 Carl Sagan, astronomer



“In the end, we will conserve only what we love.”
            –  Baba Dioum, 21st century Senegalese farmer 

It has been proven time and again, that one person can 
make a difference.  that person is you! 

Sign the Kids for Clean Rivers pledge.

Beginning today, I,  ____________________________, promise to be a 
person who makes a difference in my environment by more closely observing 
the natural world around me. I also promise to protect our waterways by doing 
at least two of the following actions:

❍  Learn all I can about the importance of rivers. Educate others.

❍  Get involved in planting trees, shrubs, or other plants  
on hillsides to keep soil in place.

❍  Keep oil, gasoline, and chemicals out of storm drains, sinks,  
and toilets. Take those products to a recycling facility.

❍  Reduce the amount of water I use.

❍  Get involved in river clean-up activities in my area.

❍  Be a smart shopper. Choose products  
with minimal or recyclable packaging. 

❍  Clean up after my pets, so the animal waste doesn’t pollute  
storm water runoff. 

❍  Protect wildlife. Don’t dispose of fishing lines, nets, or plastic items  
in or near the water.

❍  Always put trash in its place. 

❍  When possible, reduce, reuse, and recycle.

My Signature _________________________ Today’s Date ______________

Witness’ Signature______________________
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